[Genetic variation of the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase of influenza B viruses isolated in Ningbo during 2010-2012].
To investigate the epidemiological characteristics of influenza B viruses and explore the genetic evolution characteristics of the hemagglutinin(HA) and neuraminidase(NA) genes of local isolated strains in Ningbo, Southeast China, during 2010 to 2012. Respiratory specimens from 3440 cases of patients with influenza-like illness(ILI) during 2010 to 2012 were collected in for virus isolation. And the 628 sera samples were collected in 2010 from the healthy community population to detect the HI antibody level against the local isolated virus.For phylogenetic analysis, the fragments of HA and NA genes were amplified and sequenced from strains isolated in different years. The association between evolution of HA and epidemiological characteristics were analyzed. A total of 109 strains of influenza B virus were isolated, including 102 (93.6%) Victoria-lineage strains and 7 (6.4%) Yamagata-lineage strains. Positive rates of HI antibody against Victoria-lineage strains and Yamagata-lineage strains were 51.1% (321) and 47.8% (300), respectively (χ(2) = 1.405, P > 0.05) among the 628 sera samples. The phylogenetic analysis showed that all HA fragments of isolated strains clustered the same branch with Malaysia/2506/2004 while the NA genes formed different branches. Compared with Brisbane/60/2008 strain, there were 1 to 5 Amino acid mutations in HA domain, and more mutations were detected in NA domain, ranged from 6 to 16 sites. The genetic evolution of NA in Victoria-lineage strains were faster compared with HA. The genetic evolution rates of NA genes were faster than that of HA genes in the local circulated Victoria-lineage viruses during 2010 to 2012;The comprehensive analysis of HA and NA fragments were more reliable and sensitive on surveillance of genetic evolution of influenza B viruses.